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Enrollment up

Road woes

Thunderstorms possible
with a high of 81.

Eastern enrollment reaches
its highest level ever.

Football team loses on the
road to McNeese State.
Monday, September 13, 1993
Eastern Illinois University
Cbatlestqn,
920.
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Jorns' plan
still on hold
cess.
"I talked to several people
and established this review
Eastern President David committee," Jorns said. "I
Jorns said he still wants his think the history of searches
strategic plan approved this here has caused some suspiweek, but has asked a com- cion. We heard there were
mittee to review its contents some concerns about some
before final consideration.
reassignments, and we tried
On Thursday, Jorns ann- to address this."
ounced he would postpone his
Part,of the plan drafted by
original plan to implement the President 's Council calls
his strategic plan immediate- for reassignment of some
ly. The review committee · administrators to different
established to review the posts, establishing an Enplan's contents would be rollment Management Office
selected from Eastern's Fac- and possibly requiring stuulty and Staff senates and dents to take a voluntarism
members of the Affirmative course or complete a commuAction Advisory Committee.
nity-service project for gradu"Rather than rush the plan ation.
through, we felt we needed to
Jorns said the reassignlet these groups have the ments of some administra- ·
opportunity to review it," tors are the most sensitive
Jorns said.
parts of the plan.
Jorns said all initiatives,
"Obviously, these reassignincluding administrative re- ments are important," Jorns
assignments mentioned in said. "Nonetheless, if you go
the President's Council's by numbers quickly, people
plan, will be postponed until ask why search committees
the review committee makes aren't set up for these posia report. ·
tions."
Also, Jorns said he wants
By establishing review
to make it clear that faculty comm,i ttees, Jorns said the
and staff will be involved in
., Continued on Page 2
the articulated planning proBy JOHN FERAK

Administration editor

Jotns: Laribee·
.
move is good·
.

'

By JOHN FERAK
EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor

Reinhold Marxhausen displays his Cosmic Cube, a welded box that makes different
high pitched sounds when turned. Marxhausen said, "I make my work bumpy ~
lumpy because sound is a surprise. My w.ork is like looking at a very old person s
skin. At.first you don't want to look at it because it is old and wrinkley, but after a
while you start to notice the texture in the wrinkles and it becomes very interesting."

Sound artist visits Eastern
By SUSAN KIEL
·.Activities editor

It all started with a doorknob. That's what artist
Reinhold Marxhausen said
Sunday about his unique
art creations that have
been featured everywhere
from galleries ac~oss the
nation to Late Night with
David Letterman.
His art, which he refers
to as "sound sculptures," is
a collection of works, that,
when displayed, looks more
like an assortment of crude
artifacts and old junk than
a profound artistic expression.

i

What makes it art, Marx- derful sound."
hausen said, is not its look,
The doorknob led to a
but its sound.
series of wire headsets,
Marxhausen said he dis- whi~h led to other soundcovered the art of sound producing art, which Marxpurely by accident, with the hausen displayed during a
help of a doorknob.
one-hour presentation Sun"It was on a Saturday day at the Tarble Arts Cenafternoon, and I had noth- ter.
ing to do, and I saw this
Marxhausen's presentadoorknob sitting there and, tion was a mixture of his
just for the heck of it, I personal history as well as
started welding some wires the history of his work.
on it," he said.
He explained that even
Marxhausen said the sig- as small child he was fascinificance of the doorknob nated with sound and art.
didn't come to him until he One of his early memories
put it to his ear. "I started ·is of walking home from
strumming the wires, and I
• Continued on Page 2
discovered it made a won-

Administration editor
Eastern President David
J orns says the temporary
move of Janet Francis-Laribee to work as assistant
dean of graduate studies and
research is a good move for
both parties.
"It's a good use of her
skills," Jorns said of the reassignment. "She has a Hispanic background, and she's
also bilingual."
Francis-Laribee's main
duty in the graduate studies
office involves reviewing
transcripts of international
students applying for admission at Eastern.
"This decision to reassign
Laribee allows her and the
(Lumpkin Business) college
department time to adjust to
the settlement," Jorns said.
Francis-Laribee, an assistant professor of computer
operations and management,
filed a sexual harassment
lawsuit in 1990 ·against Ef- ..
raim Turban, a distinguished

.

.

business professor.
Francis-Laribee's lawsuit
sought $5.1 million damages
against the Board of Governors and Eastern officials . .
She claimed that Turban sexually harassed her during the
1989-90 school year and that
Eastern mishandled the lawsuit.
.
About two weeks ago, both
parties reached a tentative
settlement. As part.of the settlement, Laribee was reassigned to the graduate studies department to serve as an
administrator for the 1993-94
academic year. Next year, her
position will be re-evaluated.
Although the Francis-Laribee lawsuit has been in the
news for several years, Jorns
said he doesn't expect people
to forget it once the terms of
the settlement are released.
"The pain and anguish will
go on for many years," Jorns
said. "It's an unfortunate situation for everybody, especially faculty members here."
"" Continued on Page 2
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Astronauts finally in space
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - On its fourth try,
Discovery roared away Sunday
with five astronauts who dispatched an experimental communications satellite after
overcoming last-minute trouble.
They were jubilant to be in

space at last.
"Hey Houston, I gotta tell
ya, you've never seen five happier guys up here, Commander Frank Culbertson Jr.
told Mission Control shortly
after reaching orbit. "It's been
a long time coming."
The astronauts accom-

plished one of their chief jobs
when they ejected the
Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite. They had
to delay its release by 1 1/2
hours, or one orbit, because of
a temporary drop in communications from the ground to
Discovery.
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school and putting his ear to
telephone poles to listen to the
buzzing inside.
Raised in a rural Minnesota
town, the son of a Lutheran
minister, Marxhausen said he
shied away from art, knowing
that his family wouldn't except
it.
It wasn't until after he
returned from service in World
War II that he began to study
art with the help of his GI bill.
He earned degrees in art from
the Art Institute of Chicago,
ValparB.iso University in Indiana, and Mills College in
Oakland, Calif
However, it was through his
sound sculptures that Marxhausen became a sort of artist

to the stars. One of his most
famous items is titled Star
Dust, a piece featuring flat
metallic balls that fit into the
palm of a hand and chime
when agitated. Star Dust has
become a favorite toy of many
famous people, he said.
"These have helped me
develop famous people I never
thought I'd meet," he said. "I
send these to well-know people
I admire, and I get the greatest letters and responses from
them."
Manmausen said the attraction to Star Dust balls is their
mystery. People can't imagine
how such an ugly object can
make such beautiful sounds.
"The first thing people say
when they hear it is, ' what's
inside?' but they don't want to

know what's inside, because it
would ruin the mystery," he
said.
It was a Star Dust that got
Marxhausen an invitation to
appear on Late Night with
David Letterman. After receiving a set of Star Dust balls as
a Christmas gift, Letterman
contacted Marxhausen and
asked him to appear.
Marxhausen has also used
his sound art to reach the
blind. I)esigned to appeal to
hearing rather than sight, he
says, it reaches the blind in a
special way.
"Sound art is a rather new
idea," he said. "Most galleries
all over the world exclude
blind people. That's not right,
there ought to be a room promoting (sound art)."
·

·Jorns' plan
" From Page 1

process of implementing the President's
Council's plan will definitely slow down.
"This h~ put a little damper on the plan," he
added. However, he said, the decision is probably best for all parties affected by the plan.

The review committee's goal, Jorns said,
would be to ensure that the President's
Co~cil's plan is "accurate, collegial, appropriate, ethical and completely in compliance with
all governing policies, the law and affirmative
action guidelines."
J:J

Jorns
"" From Page 1

Jorns stressed that Laribee's
position will be temporary.
"If we create a position up
there, we'd have to conduct a
search," he said.
In related news, BOG

Spokeswoman Michelle Brazell
said Friday that she believes all
the signatures required for the
agreement have been mailed
back to her office in Springfield.
Terms of the agreement could
be released today or Tuesday.
Brazell said that terms of the

settlement could not be public
until all parties involved had
signed the agreement. Because
some of the individuals whose
signatures are required now
live out-of-state, the announcement has been delayed about a
week.

E.I. U. Dancers
Auditions
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Haitians
still face
opposition
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PORT"AU-PRINCE,
Haiti (AP) - The new government took office with a
mandate to heal Haiti's
wounds. So far, it's been
helpless in the face of brutal repression by its
armed opponents, including the assassination of a
major pro-democracy advocate.
Even diplomats who
have been publicly upbeat
about the U.N.-brokered
restoration of exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide are now uncertain
over the ability of his premier, Robert Malval, to
prepare the way for the
elected leader. Aristide is
to return here Oct. 30
after two years of exile.
"In the week following
the government's installation, violence has increased at a dizzying pace.
Malval's authority is null,"
Antoine Joseph, president
of Haiti's lower house, told
The Associated Press on
Sunday.
"If Malval doesn't initiate a frank, reassuring
dialogue with the real
forces of this country ...
within a week he will
either have to resign or to
call in foreign troops,"
Joseph said.
During a Mass Saturday commemorating the
army-sponsored inassacre
five years ago of 11 proAristide churchgoers, gunmen grabbed Antoine
Izmery, a prominent proAris ti de businessman, .
dragged him outside Sacre
Coeur church and shot
him in the head.
A priest at the Mass
blamed
plain-clothes
police for the assassination.

AMERICAN PASSAGE MEDIA CORPORATION
215 West H1nlso1
SHftle, WA 18119-4107
For more information,
call tM Ewnt Marlr«ing departllldnt today:

(I00) 359-167&
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You
Make

MONEY
when you

ADVERTISE
in

The Daily
Eastern
News!!

Congratulations

When: Tuesday Sept. 14 at 7:00 pm

SIGMA KAPPA

Where: McAfee Dance Studio

for their academic achievements
during the spring 1993 semester

-Pick up Application in Room 10 McAfee

..
. .. Shannon Casey
Jody Daniliuk
. .. Amy Crooks
. .. Melissa DeNovellis
'
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Jen Raymond
Tara Rigby
3.5 and above
Sherra Hart
Jennifer Hellrung
Joalice Oard
Farrah Meis
Sondra Svatos
3.0 and above
Nicole Holland
Elissa Howard
Dawn Huddleston
Sara Imhoff
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Alicia Mangrum
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Fall semester enrollment
largest ever at Eastern
By CHRISTINA GERMAN
Staff writer

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer

Hy-yaah!
A member of Eastern's martial arts club practices a technique called kempo Sunday in the Library Quad.

Eastern's fall semester
enrollment broke all past
records making 10,693 oncampus students, the largest
enrollment in school history.
This semester's enrollment is an increase of more
than 200 students from last
fall semester, according to
statistics compiled by the
Admissions Office.
The 1993 fall semester's
breakdown of on-campus
enrollment is 2,442 freshman, 1,942 sophomores,
2,435 juniors 2, 753 seniors
and 1,121 graduate students.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student affairs, said
the fall semester enrollments
total shows a commitment
from academic and student
affairs staffs to keep student
retention a high priority.
Hencken
attributes
Eastern's retention rate,
which also is at its highest
ever, to the enrollment
increase.
"The increase in the number of continuing students
indicates our students think
we're doing a good job,"

''Weare
pleased we have
been able to maintain a balance in
our enrollment"
- Lou Hencken
Vice president
for student affairs
Hencken said. "It obviously
means people are enjoying
themselves and are pleased
with their education at
Eastern."
Statistics showed that
7 ,423 students are continuing students who attended
Eastern last year. That number has increased by 239 students from the 1992 school
year total of 7, 156.
These efforts, Hencken
explained, have helped Eastern maintain the second
highest graduation rate of
Illinois public institutions.
Last year, Eastern had more
than 2,800 students gradu-

ate with bachelor's, master's
and specialist degrees.
This year's freshmen
enrollment of 2,442 reflects
an increase of 106 more
freshman since last year.
Senior enrollment climbed
192 students to 2,753.
Hencken said the number
of new freshmen this year
1,584, is up from last year's
count of 1,446, while the
number of transfer students
is down by 93.
He said the transfer student decrease of incoming
students was both intended
and expected because he
hoped to balance the number
of students in each of the
four undergraduate classes.
The decrease in sophomores is because of a small
freshman class the year
before, while the decrease in
juniors is because of incoming transfer students starting out as juniors, Hencken
said.
"We are pleased we have
been able to maintain a balance in our enrollment,"
Hencken said. "We were
right on target with our projections for new freshman
and transfers."

C_o uncil proposal would overhaul admissions
By AMY CARNES
Staff wrtter
Under a plan being proposed by
Eastern's President's Council, the
school's admissions process could
receive a complete overhaul.
This past spring, Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs, created
the Enrollment Management Council
to study possible admission reforms
including higher retention rates of students, tougher admission requirements and ways to recruit more
minorities.
The Enrollment Management
Division proposed in the President's
Council's Articulated Plan would
merge efforts of the Academic and
Student affairs offices. The combination of the two would help better meet
the needs of students beginning with
their admission and continuing
through graduation, said Barbara Hill,

vice president for academic affairs.
The council's plan is one aspect of
Eastern President David Jorns'
University Strategic Plan, which if
approved by the university community
this week, could soon be implemented.
The strategic plan was officially formalized in August. It is a goal-minded
projection of the university in the year
2000. Also, it aims at possible admission reform and reassigning some
administrators to different posts to
better serve Eastern students.
"Enrollment management is a way
for the university to better maximize
resources and better serve students,"
Hill said.
"It will certainly be advantageous to
academic and student affairs to be
working together in a unit that is well
defined. There is a need for this type of
office," she said, "This is one way we
can provide better services to students."

-------------------------~
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EVERYDAY CARRY·OUT
I
I
AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI
I

CLIP AND SAVE.

14" Thin Crust Piiza
: . . . .MONICAL'S
with Any
One Topping
of Your Choice
:
Starting at

$595

I

I

lllADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough
Breadstickl with Tangy Tomato
Sauce......................- .......just l9f
With choice of Mild Cheddar or
Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce
__ ......................................Add 60c

Services, Academic Advisement,
Counseling Center and Disability
Services.
Hencken said the official title of the
Enrollment Management position has
yet to be determined. He said he is
uncertain how many people will be
working in the new division.
"It is important to look at the overall
concept and idea before considering
people for the job," Hencken said.
Currently, there is an Enrollment
Management Council consisting of faculty and administrators from the academic area, administrators from
Student Services, Faculty Senate representatives and students. This committee was created last spring to
review possible admission reforms
including recruiting more minority
students and establishing tougher
admission requirements.
Hill said the enrollment council will
meet again sometime this month.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE

SIGMA SIGMA NEW MEMBERS
I PHI
Wendy Newton
Tiffany Abbott
Jamie Dungan

: EBPASTAB=31
I
:
$279

$7.95witha
I
16" Thin Crust Pizza I

Hill said according to the articulated
plan, no new positions will be created.
Instead, an administrator will be reassigned to head the unit.
.
The responsibility of the administrator will change, but there will be no
new dollars attached to the reassignment, she said.
Hill said a committee of Faculty and
Staff senate members will be formed to
review the President's Council's
Articulated Plan and make recommendations to Jorns on possible candidates
for the position.
Hill said a big part of enrollment
management is support services that
enhance the possibility of students
succeeding in their courses and
remaining enrolled at the university
through graduation.
She said some of the services the
proposed Enrollment Management
Office would oversee would include:
the Math Lab, Writing Center, Testing

Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.
IXTRACHllSI Add ExtraCheeae
to your pizza and get an Extra Generous portion of our choice
Mozzarella...................just Hd

I
I
I
I

Lisa Albert
Alissa Amodeo
Valeri Bartkowicz
Tracy Bales
Jolynn Carter
Becky Collins
Christina Deresinski
Danielle Dilg
Mara Dillon

Traci Esch
Shannon Flynn
Susan Galles
Julie Harlan
Jennifer Hess
Denise King
Stephanie Laymont
Jennifer Law
Jennifer Ludwick
Erin McGuire
Amy Moulds
Michele Musser

Chris Obiala
Denise Odrowski
Shelly Phillips
Riss Rocco
LoriRadzus
Amanda Simpson
Sandi Schuda
Toni Toth
Brenda Usalis
Ashley Vollmer
Angela Ulk
Toom Wells

Love, the Actives
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Students not yet a real threat·to
It was townies and college
kids together in a cramped
room - something was bound
to happen.
Something did. The ordinance that everyone was there
to talk about passed unanimous-

dtY'

ernment.
The new student representative to the council, Jason
"I11e activism
Howard, has yet to do anything
that was seen
the national that would hint he is an outspoken crusader for the students.
In the current scenario, every
the
1y.
presidential elec- now and then about 30 students
will march down to the couOCll
In a 5-0 decision, the
has be
Charleston Oty Council voted to
meeting and take exception
with what Cougill said. There
require anyone who purchases a Cluts
brought to the
will be some talk, the rumblings
keg or any large container to
local one."
have a permit starting Sept. 17.
pe_r_____________ will last for a few weeks, and
then the students will disappear.
The law also put a curfew on the
purchase of bulk alcohol after 10:30 p.m.
But that is exactly what city officials want from the stuBut the student shlacking was only a side note to what
dents. Students can complain, give suggestions, be an
really mattered. College students had seemingly come of active part of the community- to a point - but never,
'
ever flex any electoral muscle.
age and were finally ready to begin taking an active role
in Charleston's government.
If there will be a change in how students deal with the
city government - and the uproar over Cougill's actions
Student Senate member Julie Tizzard, who was at the
meeting, gave an ominous prediction for N\ayor Dan
would be the starting point - students have to stay on
him at every meeting. They have to constantly attend
Cougill in 1996: "He is going to have more problems on
his hands now than he ever thought about having ... like
meetings and look to comment on all aspects of the city.
getting re-elected."
Also, Student Government, campus media and stuActually, Cougill probably has to worry more about
dent organizations would have to keep the campus
some low-life leafing through the phone book, finding his aware and up to date on what is happening in the city.
The activism that was seen on the national level for the
address and egging his house rather than getting voted
out by students in '96.
presidential election has to be brought to the local one.
City government has had, what for them is, a perfect
But until all this happens, the best scenario for a Dan
relationship with Eastern students. We are a group that
Cougill comeupance in 1996 goes something like this:
will complain about, comment on and even look to help
"Hey man, that Cougill guy is up for re-election this
year," says one disgruntled student in 1996. "Remember
the city. And that's fine for them, as long as we never,
ever amass enough students to form a formidable local
all that stuff he did when we were fourth-year seniors.
voting block.
Let's vote him out!"
"Well, I would, but I haven't registered yet, and its
And without a long-term commitment from the campus, that fact will not change now.
past the date when I could and vote in the city election,"
Last year, in the three main voting precincts for Eastern says the student's counterpart.
students, only 124 voted. And in Precinct 19, which had
"Oh yeah, me too," the disgruntled one replies with a
a voting booth located in the N\artin Luther King Jr.
sigh. "Oh well, let's go to a house party."
University Union, 26 people voted.
Drives by the Student Senate have yielded a lot of reg- Chris Seper is managing editor ancf a regular columistered voters, but few seem to participate in local govnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Student Senate
needs to change
its direction
The Student Senate is seemingly off on its
own island, working on and discussing issues
that students do not immediately care about.
They must return their focus to timely student concerns or they will put themselves in
danger of being out of touch.
The senate has remained silent on the
- - - - - - - - actions by Mayor Dan
eougm. who has crack- - - - - - - - ed down on the bars
and created two ordinances that directly influence students.
The recent keg ordinance requires anyone
buying a keg to fill out a permit, and has put a
curfew on the sale of bulk alcohol after 10:30
p.m. The nuisance ordinance forbids using
indoor furniture for the outdoors.
Cougill's actions have altered the living
habits of a large number of students on campus, but the senate has done little in its meetings regarding his actions.
Some of the students who attended and
spoke at last week's city council meeting are
members of the senate. Why aren't these people writing legislation or speaking about the
actions of Cougill?
There has not been a mention by the senate
of the problems of Greg Jackson, who was
indicted for first degree murder about a week
ago. A group of students have started a petition supporting the Eastern senior, who will be
appealing his interim-suspension Wednesday.
Also, there has also been no discussion of
President David Jorns' strategic plan, which
looks to maintain student enrollment, toughen
admission requirements, and make the university more culturally diverse.
A new city administration and an active
school administration and are timely ~pus
concerns. Yet the senate's biggest concern is
selling cigarettes at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Cigarettes at the Union, while it may be a
valid student complaint, is an issue that can be
secondary to timely problems on campus.
The senate is addressing issues out of order.
It is putting priority on timeless issues such as
cigarettes and ignoring current issues that must
be discussed now.
Get moving, senate members. Your campus
is calling you.

Editorial

Dwyer should have
used facts, not fear,
as column tool
Dear editor:
Will Kevin Dwyer take responsibility for the deaths of students who
believed his lrresponsive statements about the efficiency of condoms against STDs and HN?
If Dwyer really believed what
Livingston C. Lord said, he would
not have used fear as his tool In
making his point. It would have
been sufficient to use logical and
reliable information, if he had it,
such as the following:
• The Illinois Department of Public
Health AIDS Educator Training
N\anual published in Jan., 1993, lists
the following measures as a means
of prevention against the sexual
transmission of HN: abstinence;
sexual exclusivity (monogamous
relationship); avoiding intercourse
with unknown persons and safer
sex. Under risk reduction, barrier
protection (condoms) is listed.
• The prevention is the ellmina-

Tour turn
tion of any risk of infection occurring. Condoms, significantly reduce
the risk of HN transmission - condoms may fail as much as 10 percent of the time, as a result, condoms are considered a risk reduction rather than a prevention measure. The 10 percent "condom failure" is lessened even more when
the reasons are taken Into consideration. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and
other sources too numerous to
mention all printed in 1992 and
1993 conclude that most latex condom failures are due to human
errors.
• The STD death sentence that
Dwyer mentions no longer exists, if
indeed it ever did. There are an
estimated 12 million Americans
that will be infected with STDs,
other than AIDS, in 1993, most
under the age of 25. Some of these
diseases can increase the risk of HN
transmission. Some can cause
sterility or death, If left untreated.

The majority of these, such as
syphilis, gonorrh~ and chlamydia,
can all be cured with antibiotics.
Again, other than abstinence, latex
condoms, if used correctly and consistently, offer substantial protection.
• More than 1 million Americans
have been infected with HN and
more than 250,000 have already
been reported with AIDS.
According to CDC's new projections for the growth of the AIDS
epidemic, by 1995, about half a
million Americans will probably
have been diagnosed with AIDS
since the epidemic began in 1981.
According to the U.S. Public Heal
Service in N\arch 1993, 70 percent
of HNIAIDS results come from
unprotected vaginal, anal and oral
sex.
.
I wonder if it Is time to take this
epidemic seriously yet. AIDS has
every country in the world, people
in all age groups and walks of life.
AIDS does not discriminate as to
sex, race or religion. Anyone and
everyone is susceptible.
Joyce Zschau.
Coles County Health De
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Group gives students break
By ABBY KRAKOW
Staff wtiter

Eastern students who do
exceptional work in the classroom sometimes need time to
relax and have fun, too.
The Association of Honor
Students gives honor students a chance to meet other
honor students and take a
break from schoolwork.
"It's stressful being in college worrying about your
GPA. (AHS) is a place where
we can hang around and not
worry about our classes and
GPA," said Meg Curtis, AHS
publicity chairwoman.
Members must come to all
meetings, which are held
every other Tuesday, and pay
dues. Curtis also said students are required to complete one community-related
service project each semester.
"We have to emphasize fun
but also do something for the
community," Curtis said.
Last year, 75 students
joined the organization. This
year, Curtis said she expects a
larger turnout because 300
students have joined the honors program.
Sixty-eight students attended the association's first

''W

e have to
emphasize fun but
also do something
for the communi-

ty."
-Meg Curtis
AHS publicity
chairwoman
meeting, and most returned
for the second, Curtis said.
"I was pleased (with the
turnout) because a lot of people seem to be serious about
getting involved."
However, she said, Curtis
said she was hoping for more
people because of the number
of freshman who joined the
honors program.
"(AHS is) not well-publicized because not everyone
can join, so that limits the
publicity right there," Curtis
said.
At the meetings, Curtis
said, the group sees what
everyone wants to do instead
of announcing what it will do.

Monday at

~arty's

If members are told what to
do, she said people won't want
to join.
Jackie Urquhart, AHS
president, said she hopes to
keep the organization at
about 100 members this year.
"If we can get freshmen
involved, they will stay
involved the whole time," she
said.
Curtis said the group has
planned several events for the
upcoming semester. Members
plan to attend an honors convention in St. Louis. The
group has also organized a pig
roast, a volleyball team and
plans in the spring to organize a softball team.
Curtis said honor students
only need to take one honors
class per semester. Most honors courses have about 15 students in each section.
The group gives them a
chance, she said, to meet people with the same interests, to
relax, and to have fun.
"The purpose of AHS is for
students to be able to interact
with
other
students,"
Urquhart said. They can
interact socially and intellectually with others on campus."

Grilled. Chicken Club

w/fries $2.99

Chili $1.25 bowl
$3 Pitchers (Lite, GD)

Tonite : 3 for $1 Chili

se
84:~·.i.t:~.t:

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
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Edgar, leaders try once again
on Chicago school resolution
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)
_ With students still out of
the classroom, Gov. Jim
Edgar and legislative leaders return to the negotiating table Sunday to search
for an answer to the
Chicago public school crisis.
Earlier Sunday, the
Chicago Board of Education
rejected the idea of opening
schools this week despite a
state law prohibiting them
from operating with a
deficit.
The board voted to shut
down the school system at
12:01 a.m. Monday, when
the
Illinois
General
Assembly's week-long waiver of the ban expires.
' "I believe adults 1>hould
be role models for children.
We must work within the
law and work hard to
change it if it is something
we do not agree with," said
Schools Superintendent
Argie Johnson.
The board's negotiating
team said it would meet
with union representatives
Sunday afternoon, but it
was not clear whether contract talks would resume,
said union spokeswoman
Gail Purkey.
School board President D.

Sharon Grant said Sunday
she hopes to go to federal
court Monday in an attempt
to g_e t the school system's
411,000 pupils back in
classes.
She would not give
details of her plans. And no
one answered the school
board's office telephone
Sunday afternoon.
Grant and Johnson also
said they would travel to
Springfield for Sunday
night's meeting of legislative leaders and Edgar.
"What we are trying to do is
to extract from all of the
plans the good ideas, put
them together, resolve our
differences," said House
Speaker Michael Madigan.
Both chambers adjourned
Friday and will not return
to the Capitol until negotiators have galvanized an
agreement. Leaders decided
not to grant a second waiver
Friday.
"The feeling was that we
did that before, and it didn't
have any impact," Edgar
said. "So there didn't seem
that strong a feeling to
move ahead."
Edgar said lawmakers
were getting frustrated,
particularly because the

DIUM PIZZA

school board and the
Chicago Teachers Union
aren't even talking.
"So even if we had
reached agreement, they
are not willing to talk;
there's not going to be
school," Edgar said.
The logjams center
around several issues:
Leaders cannot agree on
how much money the
Chicago schools should be
allowed to borrow, but
amounts have ranged from
$275 million to $330 mil~
lion.
School vouchers were
another sticking point, with
Republicans saying the certificates of up to $2,500 for
use at private schools would
force the public schools to
improve.
Democrats say it would
just chip away at public
education. They also deadlocked on how to deal with
the school districts' supernumeraries-teachers whose
positions have been eliminated but who still get
salaries and benefits and
are first to be rehired.
Another
issue
was
whether to use teachers'
pension money to help
the district's financial woes.

OR 2 FREE PEPSI'S

Lunch: Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich $3s
Dinner: Stix Subbie $3S Tuna Salad s2s

•_..•_..__•\.•.•.·_..··I.__•_.

..

20oz. Bud Light &.. Giant Slice $23
$1 Slices All Night
Bud Light Pitchers $3®
Free Giveaways!

I

NFL- Monday Night Football

::

l4S-S~:; Francisco
v.$s. Cleveland
Pool 1
u

'I IA

(7849)

19 to

Hours:

en~::i~:d~n~~~:!~ license11 t~~~nS~n~t.

M-Th 5 pm to Close (Charleston Only)

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE
East Side of Square
Charleston 345-2223

.
.:.•.•·.•.•.•.•!

• Newly Expanded Kitchen open
• Daily Salad Bar 11-2 &.. 5-8
Large Selection
• New Top 40 Classic, Alternative,
Country-Video's
• Banquet Facility NOW OPEN

•All You Can Eat Chili Mac
Tuesday Night $3.99
• Authentic Mexican
& American Cuisine
• Full Bar
•Free Hors D'oeuvres

ONE FREE TOPPING

:

Italian- ham,salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus and pepperoncini.
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $ 3 22

t~11ee~

I

348-1626
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1
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·-Carry Out
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1700 Rudy Ave. ~
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Mattoon 234-4535 ~
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Half of peacekeepers
on1y$221year
to be American troops

Great Fridges Left

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
- U.S. military planners
believe that roughly 50,000
peacekeepers would be needed to implement a possible
Bosnia peace accord, and
about half the troops would
be American, Defense Secretary Les Aspin said
Sunday.
In remarks at a defense
conference in Brussels, Aspin
said that no final decisions
had been made and he predicted it would be hard to get
Congress to approve U.S. participation if the allies didn't
contribute at least half the
force.
Aspin's comments were the
most specific to date on the
size and makeup of a U.N.sanctioned multinational
force that might be asked to
enforce an accord in Bosnia.
Aspin at first said it was
"too sensitive" to discuss in
public when asked about
planning for implementing a
possible peace agreement
that would divide Bosnia
among the Croats, Serbs and
Muslims.
Then he referred to recent
news accounts of the likely
size of a peacekeeping force.
"The numbers that you see
(in newspapers) are roughly
what it's looking like," Aspin
said. "You're talking about
overall numbers of around
50,000 total."
Aspin said President Clinton was not ready to officially

in Europe for granted," he
said. "It hinges on how relevant NATO remains in the
new era."
Aspin described some of
the details of his recently
announced new five-year
commit the United States to defense plan that restrucparticipating in a Bosnia tures the military to account
peacekeeping force, but that for the fact that the Cold
in any case it was politically War-era threat of attack from
important that the allies con- the Soviet Union and Warsaw
tribute heavily to any such Pact is gone. He said U.S.
forces will be tailored to hanforce.
"I do believe it is a very dif- dle other dangers such as
ficult proposition to convince regional conflicts in Korea or
the American Congress to do Iraq and the possible spread
that if the expectation is that of nuclear weapons knowthe allies aren't going to be how.
.
"But that doesn't mean we
up to at least 50 percent of
that," he said. "It's not going ought to confront the dangers
alone," Aspin said. "There are
to be easy in any case."
Aspin gave a speech and mutual dangers. The Amanswered questions from the erican public will see this
audience at a conference of clearly and will want a mututhe International Institute for al response" from the
Strategic Studies in Brussels, European allies.
Aspin said the NATO
then briefly visited with U.S.
troops in Germany en route alliance must make clearer
to Rome where he was meet- arrangements for how it
ing with Adm. Jeremy would share the burden of
Boorda, who is heading U.S. responding to crises and conflicts outside of Europe. He
military planning for Bosnia.
While reiterating that the said this should be the main
administration intended to focus of a NATO summit in
keep 100,000 U.S. troops sta- January to be attended by
tioned in Europe, Aspin said Clinton and the heads of the
NATO - the institutional 15 other governments in the
framework for allied opera- Atlantic alliance.
In a brief stopover at Rhein
tions - must change or else
the U.S. public may want the Main Air Base in Frankfurt, Germany, on his way to
troops brought home.
"We can't take public sup- Rome, Aspin was given a
port for a U.S. troop presence briefing on U.S.

~
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No cover
Free Delivery

-

Just a few feet away
from high prices

345-7083

· LITTLE
CAESAR'S
3 WEST LINCOLN, CHARLESTON

345-4743
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Presents

Neil Simon's Comedy
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Mayor fears Merilphis may
become poor, black enclave
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - It would be hard
to find another American city where skin
color plays a bigger political role, or one
where its first elected black mayor is putting
voters' racial beliefs to a bigger test.
Less than two years after blacks first
passed whites in voter registrations in
Memphis, Mayor W.W. Herenton is on a
course that could shift the city back to majority white.
Friend and foe alike are concerned.
Herenton wants to merge his predominantly black city with the well-to-do, mostly white
suburbs that make up the rest of Shelby
County. Without such a move, he says, the
strains of a limited tax base could one day
turn Memphis into a poor, black enclave surrounded by rich, white suburbs.
·
"I see some ugly realities," he said at a
news conference late last month. "I see what
happened to Newark (N.J.). I see what happened to Detroit. I see what happened to a
number of urban cities that allowed the suburban areas to leave them."
Herenton wants to consolidate the city and
county governments, which now have separate mayors, law-making boards, bureaucracies, schools and tax structures.
Suburban residents have long opposed consolidation. City voters have supported it in
the past. But the shift in the city's racial
makeup has added a new wrinkle.
"It would dilute our power," said the Rev.
Samuel "Billy" Kyles, one black leader. "I
know it's the right thing to do, but the problem in Memphis is our politics is so racial. If
blacks are not in the majority, you simply
cannot win an election."
Some are more blunt about Herenton's
plan.
"I'm stunned," said John Ford, a black
state senator whose family runs one of the
city's most active political organizations; his
brother is U.S. Rep. Harold Ford, D-Tenn.
"Who in the world is it he's talked to that's
told him to think this way? ... You'd have to

be a plumb fool to think this up on your own."
But Herenton, 53, the city's first black
superintendent of schools before becoming
mayor, says blacks gain little by controlling a
city that is broke.
"Unfortunately, we have a number of elected officials whose private interest comes
before the public interest," he said. "What
you have is people who look at their own
political futures first."
Overall, Shelby County, which includes
Memphis, is 55 percent white. The city, with
610,000 residents, is 55 percent black. The
suburbs, with 216,000 residents, are mostly
white, but specific percentages are not available.
Memphis schools are 80 percent black, the
suburban schools 80 percent white.
Blacks outnumbered whites in registered
voters for the first time in 1991, the year
Herenton was elected by a margin of 142
votes out of the 24 7 ,973 cast.
He got 99 percent of the black vote, while
his white opponent, former mayor Richard
Hackett, got 97 percent of the white vote.
"You can't get much higher than that.
We're calling the Herenton election the closest and most racially polarized in big city his- ·
tory in America," said Marcus Pohlmann,
head of the political science department at
Rhodes College, a private liberal arts school
in Memphis. Pohlmann is writing a book
about the election.
The same election raised the number of
blacks on the 13-member City Council from
three to six and on the nine-member city
school board from three to five.
Herenton said the city, with its taxing ability just about exhausted, faces a $50 million
budget deficit by 1996, even with little
growth in services or the social programs he
championed as a candidate.
He said Memphis must grow, through vigorous annexation if not consolidation. Under
state law, the city has the power to annex
unincorporated parts of the county.

8:00 p.m. September 15, 16, 17,
18,22,23,24,25
2:00· p.m. September 19 &.. 26
in the Studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00
EIU students $3.00
Call 581-3110 for tickets info. &.. Reservations

MONDAY NIGHT
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Federal
penalties
enforce
helmet law
CHICAGO (AP)
Federal penalties taking
effect next month could
make it easier for Illinois
legislators to stand up to
the state's tough motorcycle lobby.
For eight years, the
one-issue lobby has
thwarted efforts to pass
Illinois legislation requiring motorcycle riders to
wear helmets.
But regulations that
take effect Oct. 1 will
divert federal funds from
highway construction to
safety programs in states
without helmet laws.
Illinois will lose $5.3
million in construction
funds this year and, as
the penalties steepen, $13
million next year.
The intent of the federal law is to force states to
pass helmet laws or at
least to spend more money
educate riders about
e importance of helmets
d motorcycle safety.
Todd Vandermyde, chief
obbyist for the state's
rgest motorcycle lobby,
't pleased with the fedal government's aim.
"The way I look at it,
e argument has shifted
federal blackmail now
d whether the state's
ing to stand for it," he
'd.
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Peace signing looms in Mid-East
WASHINGTON (AP) - Yasser Arafat
and Yitzhak Rabin, wary partners in
peace after decades of enmity, stood ready
to reshape the Middle East with the ceremonial signing of an agreement that will
set the stateless Palestinian people on
the road to independence.
"I ... am hopeful that this will lead to
peace," a beaming Arafat declared
Sunday after stepping off a plane at
Andrews Air Force Base outside
Washington. It marked the PLO leader's
first trip to the United States in 19 years.
And Rabin, as he left Israel for
Washington, said of the accord, "I am
behind it full-heartedly, knowing the
chances, the prospects, at the same time
the difficulties and the dangers in which
we embark." For Rabin- the general who
26 years ago captured the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, and Arafat - the guerrilla
leader who now hopes to free them from
Israeli rule, Monday's signing of an
Israel-PLO accord on self-rule for
Palestinians marks a moment of hope
and trepidation.
Along with President Clinton, Arafat
and Rabin will share a stage on the
South Lawn of the White House before
3,000 guests - former Presidents Carter
and Bush, dozens of foreign ministers, ·
and legions of Americans, Arabs and
Jews who have tried to make peace in the
Middle East - and millions of TV viewers
around the world who will watch the ceremony live.
The prospect of the encounter between
Rabin and Arafat, sworn enemies until
three days ago when they signed a mutual recognition pact between Israel and
the PLO, generated intense speculation ·
and disbelief Sunday amid the frenzied
preparations for the signing.
"An awful lot of taboos are being broken in the last few days," said Secretary
of State Warren Christopher. "We're all
blinking our eyes at how much is new,"
said Christopher, who along with Russian
Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev will
witness the signing.
The document will likely be signed by

Israelis_killed :. in ainbiisli'-.
~
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GAZA CITY. Occupied Gaza Strip cars.in the ·marketplaee, honking horns
(APY- Palestinian militants- launched a and waving pictures ¢Arafat.

The escalating violence came on the
eve of the signing. of a hist.oric IsraeliPalestinian peace .accord in Washington
on Monda~ ·
"
. Muslim and leftist opponents of the
plan said the attacks underlined theit'
det.ermination to continue armed struggle against Israel.
..
·
:The incidents today emphasize that
hatred and brutality of the Mamas and
Islamic Jihad trying to sabotage any
dialogue·that would put an end to the
·bloodshed-."
Police Minister Moshe Shahal said,
referring to two Muslim groups blameq
for at least two of the attacks.
··
Despite the violence, there were
demonstrations in support of PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat and the peace
accord which will start by giving
Paiestinians autonomy in the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank city ofJericho.
· In Gaza City, dozens of cheering
Palestinians embraced Israeli soldiers
and bedecked their jeeps with photographs of Arafat and Palestinian
flags. In Jericho, hundreds paraded in

Police said a Palestinian armed with
a .knife and grenades boarded a public
bus headed toward the southern Israeli.
coastal city of Ashkelon. which is just · .
north ofGaza.
The driver was stabbed to death and
two soldiers on the bus
injured
before one soldier shot and killed the
assailant. National Police apokeswom~
an Tami Paul·Cohen said the bus
tlipj>ed ,pver on its. side during the
attack ·
Gunfu:e was aimed at another Israeli
bus, near the West Bank city of
Hebron, injuring one Israeli, the army
said.
Inthe ambush on the soldiers; twp or
three gunmen opened
on troops in
a jeep Sunday as they patrolled a dirt
road near Gaza City, ~e army said. ·
The jeep commander returned fire
but his vehicle crashed into the wall of
a .mosque.
Brig. Gen. Yom Tov Samiyeh, commander of Israeli occupation forces in
Gaza, told reporters the gunmen took
· at least two guns from"the three soldiers after killing them, He said they
left behind a leaflet claiming responsiblity in the name of the Izzedine elQassam, Hamas' military arm.

Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
and Arafat's top aide, Mahmoud Abbas.
White House workers were dusting off
the desk used to ink the 1979 peace
agreement between Israel and Egypt the only Arab-Israeli peace ever signed.
On everyone's minds was whether
Rabin and Arafat would shake hands.
Rabin's response, when asked in a
CNN interview, was a grudging "if it will
be needed."
Christopher's was more positive. "This
is going to be a monumental occasion and

I expect everyone present will act as
statesmen."
One thing was made clear Sunday:
Arafat might well wear his trademark
black-and-white headdress (called a kaffiyeh), but could not carry his pistol. The
White House policy against handguns
would apply, warned a presidential aide.
"I think it was much more difficult for
him to change his garb than to change
the real politics behind it, but symbols
sometimes are very difficult to fade out,"
said Arafat's aide, Nabil Shaath.

series of attacks Spnda)11'Ullbushing an
army jeep and attai;king two .buses.
Three Palestinians and four. Israelis,

including three soldiers, were killed.

were

me

DS-related inmate deaths reflects drug use
WASHINGTON (AP) New York
New Jersey led the nation in
ate deaths from AIDS in 1991
prisoners in the Northeast had
highest rates of AIDS-virus
ion, according to a government
y released Sunday. .
o-thirds of the inmate deaths
New York and New Jersey pristhat year were from AIDS, said
e study by the Justice
artment's Bureau of Justice
tistics.

The AIDS deaths among inmates
in both states appears to reflect
widespread intravenous injection of
drugs among males in New York
City and neighboring cities, said Dr.
Mervyn Silverman, president of the
American Foundation for Aids
Research.
AIDS cases resulting from intravenous drug use are much more
prevalent in the Northeast than
elsewhere in the country, Silverman
said.
I
I
I
I

Nationally, 24 percent of AIDS
cases have been attributed to intravenous drug use, Silverman said.
But in the last couple of years, more
than 50 percent of new AIDS cases
diagnosed in New York City are
linked to intravenous drug injection,
he said.
"In the Northeast, especially in
cities like New York, and probably
some in New Jersey, AIDS has
become the highest cause of death
in men" ages 25 to 40.

The Justice Department study
compiled data on inmate deaths in
state prisons nationwide.
In 1991, 210 of the 318 inmate
deaths in New York state were the
result of AIDS, the study said. Of
inmate AIDS victims, 199 were men
and 11 were women, the study
found.
In New Jersey that year, 66 of the
96 inmate deaths were attributed to
AIDS. All the AIDS victims were
male.
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Football Feminism
and other Contradictions
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See what a former all-state line backer has •
to say about violence against women
in today's society, male responsibility,
and possible solutions .
•I
•
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 15 •
7:00 PM UNIVERSITY BALLROOM •
I
•
$1 Students

1111
LECTURES

$3 General Public
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLIANCE ,
5th
& Madison ,
Charleston. 348-0966.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
TOKENS CHECK CASHING
SERVICE OPEN LATE AND
WEEKENDS TO SERVE YOU
BEST.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion . '- Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

Spring Break '94. Sell trips-earn
cash & go free. Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps. Call 800-648-4849.

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit ~ay be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provide Room & Board &
Transportation . No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155 ext. A5738
--------~-9/17
EXTERIOR
PAINTERS :
Experienced student painters
needed to paint Charleston area
homes . Full or Part time.
AMERICA'S
COLLEGE
PAINTERS , 1 (800) 626-6267,
painting America's homes coast
to coast.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14
Available : Competitive wages
for PT and FT Developmental
Trainers and ActivityAides .
Apply in person at 738 18th St. ,
Chas. , IL EOE
9/14

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY
DUDES AND DUDETTES WITH
A SUPERIOR ATTITUDE.
APPLY IN PERSON AT JOEY'S
FOR DRIVER OR IN-SHOP
POSITIONS.
. , . . . . - - - - - - - ---9/13
Students make full-time money
for part-time work . Canvas
leads for major home improvement company. Call 345-5114,
M·F, 8-5.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
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Case Mngr/QMRP, w/bach. deg.
in Hum. Serv., Spec. Ed., Elem.
Ed., Phys. Ed., recrtn., Psych.,
Music, or related area to work
with DD adults. Exp/Knowledge
in training of blind & deaf, prevoc. or vocational will be helpful. Organizational, supervision,
and people experience a plus.
Excellent salary/benefits package including insurance. Send
resume to 738 18th St., Chas.,
IL 61920 EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING :
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel. Summer and
Career employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206·
634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL
OF CHARLESTON NEEDS A
MUSIC CONSULTANT ON
WEDNESDAYS, 11-11 :30 A .M.
CALL 345-1259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
We need the best sales girls for
cocktail waitresses. You must be
fast-paced and want to earn Big
$'s. Images in Mattoon. 2349585.

A

K

S

Furniture 10:00 a.m. on . 1306
Madison , 348-1550 . A .C .,
Sofabed , micro, entertainment
center, elec . dryer, umbrella
table.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14

•FREE 112 DAY
LIFT TICKET!

0 Yes 0 No

Ad to read:

1 Plaster of-• Stiffly neat
10Role
14Zinc-15 Hebrides isle
H On the briny
17 Blind purchase
19Aow
20 Curve to test a
driver's nerve
21 Satisfies
22 Top officers
23Nugatory
24 Exact copy
211 Rio Grande city
21 Old cap made
of net
29Milkygem

MUST 8008'. BY 10115

~
••"'"

TOLL FRIE INFORllATlON • RUERVATIONI

l•BOOtSUNCHASE

30 Lupine biped?
33 Ripen
36 Baron Verulam
39 Suffix with ethyl
oilO Region
surrounding
Athens
41 Major role
42Samoan
seaport
43 Friars'
frivolities?
45 Savory jelly
47 Ratite birds
a Quoted
50 Mardi Gras
feature
51 Ch it
114 First of all of us

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Check number_ _ _ _ __

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Inside Edition
7:00 Fresh Prince
7:30 Blossom
8:00 Movie: Danielle
8:30 Steel's Secrets
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

Mary Kay can help with pe
alized glamour selection. C
for a free consultation . Ang
Ruppel, Independent Mary
Beauty Consultant, 348-7873.

.,.----------~!

The Big Barn Theory. Just
miles East . Hayrides, ga
room, pool table, campfires,
ing trails. Call 345-7658.
Fall is here and the leaves
turning brown. You can too
JAMAICAN TAN . 13 tans
$35 .00 thru Sept. 13, 410
St., 348-0018. VISA/MC. Let
bid your group t·shirts.
JOALICE OARD: Happy bl
day daughter! I hope you
great day! Sig Kap love, Je

EIU DANCERS AUDITIONS will be held at 7 p.m. Sept. 14 In
McAfee Gym Dance Studios. Pick up application forms and retum
by 4 p.m. in Room 10 McAfee Gym.
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER Campus Outreach will be h
meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Greenup Room of the Martin
King Jr. University Union. Bring a friend.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will be holding at meeting at 6 p.m. Sept. 13
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Un
Union. Professional Attire Required.
ENGLISH CLUB'S FIRST meeting will be tonight at 6:30 p.
Coleman Hall Lounge. All majors are welcome.
PHI ALPHA ETA is having a Phi Alpha Eta Officers Organi
Meeting at 5 p.m. Sept. 13, at the Candy Shack in the Martin
King Jr. University Union. Bring money for dinner.
DELTA SIGMA THETA, Sigma Gamma Rho, and Kappa Alpha
host an "After School Break Special" from 4-6 p.m. Sept. 13 at
American Culture Center. There will be games and refresh
are welcome.
DEPT. OF SPECIAL Education is having a Family Fun Fe
Volunteer Meeting at 5:45 p.m. Sept. 14 Room 140, Buzzard A
in the Buzzard Building .
EIU SPORTSMAN'S SOCIETY is having a meeting tonight at 9
the Greenup Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
CIRCLE K CLUB will have a meeting Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Charleston/Mattoon Room , MLK Union. New and old members
come.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. Air Clips should be
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadll
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

DOWN

0 Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE!
$6.6
BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
Now at Joey's. Our dogs were
good-now they're great-on
our fresh baked hot dog
buns-they're first rate! Give us
a call, we'll zip 'em to ya. 3452466.
,...,...,-,----,,---...,..,,,..,,....,"'""·ca9/9, 13-15
FALL IS HERE AND THE
LEAVES
ARE
TURNING
BROWN. YOU CAN TOO AT
JAMAICAN TAN. 13 TANS FOR
$35.00 THAU SEPT. 13. 410
7TH ST., 348-0018. VISA/MC.
LET US BID YOUR GROUP TSHIRTS.

55 Breakfast
combo
57 Bare
58 Algerian .
seaport
59 They may have
feet of clay
&OParadise
11 Writes
12 He's too fond

1 Adrian or Pius
2W.W. II losers
3 Outfits
4Amin
5Felt
• Small songbird
7 Anglo-Indian
bread
&Signs
9 West or Murray
=+=+'"'+"~ .10 Kind of wagon
=+..:+=+''"f 11 Native of Ti bet,
e.g.
12PeeWeeof
baseball

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 Check

E

JANUARY 2·11, 1994 • 5,1or7 NIGHTS

Dates to run ______________

0 Cash

R

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS , 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.

Address:~-------------~

Payment:

SKI

B

Name: _______________~

no. words/days

Transportation
That's
Inexpensive, Fun, and Easy to
Store. Motorized scooters and
skateboards. For more informa·
tion on campus commuting made
easy call Mark 1-800-492-5842.
--,--~------9/17

CHRISTMAS

Classified Ad Form

Student

MATTHEW BAUER: your school
ID was found in Buzzard
Building. Please come to
Student Publications to pick up
you ID.

Wanted: Upperclassman female
roommate . McArthur Manor
Apartment. Phone, 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11

ACROSS

Phone:

MOUNTAIN BIKE: 1993 TREK
850. FRONT SUSPENSION.
NEW HARDWARE. CALL 348·
5043. $450. MATT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Bicycle: Trek 730 Multitrack.
Red w/gripshift, rack & toe clips.
Like new $300. Ph . 6386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
10-SPD. BIKE-$20; SMITHCORONA ELECTRIC TYPE·
WRITER-$35. MELISSA, 3455052

21 Highly unusual

54

57

60

21 Stylish
31 Square column
32 Phys. or chem.
33 Top pilots
34Fall guy
35 Pass receivers
37 Speedy
380h,woel
42Tarzan
imitators?
44 Performed in
excess

411 Gave succor
41 Gaze fixedly
47 Mischa, the
violinist
48 Suffers audibly
49 "--the dawn"

WCIA-3'

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
NFL Prime

MacGyver

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Tourific Dest.

Reading Rainbow
Whirligig

Evening Shade
Major Dad

Day One

Murder She
Wrote

Movie: The
Haunting of

Metropolitan
Opera Presents

L.A. Law

Movie: Just
One of the Girls

Natural World

Little House

Murphy Brown
Big Wave Dave's

NFL Football:
49ers at Browns

WWF Wrestling

Sarah Hardy

Big Wet

Bonanza

Water Skiing

Northern
Exposure

Jump Rope:
Silk Stalkings
Double Dutch World

News
Baseball: Cubs

News
M'A'S'H

Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

at Giants

Quantum Leap

Movie: The
World's Oldest
Living Bridesmaid

Deep Space Nine

Coast to
Coast

News
Bob Spoo

Unsolved
Mystenes

Chevy Chase

Natural World

My Hero
Movie: The Big Wheel

Lost& Found
Being Served?
Movie

e Daily EB8tern News
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Late score keeps Missing quarterbacks mean
Chicago winless no wins for Chiefs, Redskins
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) The Minnesota Vikings'
new-look offense, with Jim
McMahon throwing and
Barry Word running and
catching, managed only 10
points.
It was enough to beat the
no-success offense of the
Chicago Bears, 10-7 on
Sunday.
McMahon, in his first
game against the Bears
since they traded him four
years ago, threw a 16-yard
touchdown pass to Cris
Carter with 8:17 to play. He
c;ompleted 23 of the 29
asses he threw - a career·gh 79 percent - for 173
ards.
Word, making his debut
for the Vikings (1-1) after
ing acquired two weeks
ago from Kansas City,

No Joe Montana and no ington's 17-10 defeat to
Mark Rypien meant no wins Phoenix with a sprained ligafor Kansas City and Wash- ment in his right knee. The
Cardinals ended a 14-game
ington on Sunday.
No Reggie White didn't losing streak at RFK
hurt Philadelphia, even with Stadium.
"I got flipped over like a
White on the other side.
And no Emmitt Smith pancake," Rypien said. "I
meant another week of not heard it pop. I did the same
looking like champions for thing in college. I'll miss only
two or three weeks, hopefulthe Dallas Cowboys.
Montana sat out the ly."
Roger Ruzek kicked a 30Chiefs' game at Houston. So,
it seemed, did the rest of his . yard field goal with 5 seconds
team as the Houston Oilers to go as the Eagles, White's
old team, rallied with 13
routed the Chiefs 30-0.
It was Kansas City's first fourth-quarter points to beat
shutout loss in six years.
White's new team, the Green
"You don't know how Bay Packers, 20-1 7. White
happy I was to see Dave was involved in eight tackles,
Krieg come out," Oilers cor- had two sacks and forced two
nerback Cris Dishman said. fumbles.
"It was emotional to play
"I mean, Krieg's a good quarterback, but Montana's against guys you worked
great."
your tail off for eight years,"
Rypien went down in the the $17 million free agent
second quarter of Wash- said. "It would have been

gained 94 yards in 24 carries and caught five passes
for 58 yards.
Chicago, winless after
two games for the first time
since 1982 gained only 140
yards.
Jim Harbaugh, who
replaced McMahon as the
Bears' quarterback, passed
for just 83 yards and was
intercepted by Audray
McMillian to end a drive
with 1:23 to go.
The Vikings' winning
drive was set up when
Harry Newsome's high
punt was downed inside
Chicago's 1-yard line by
Ron Carpenter.
The Bears then gained 2
yards in three plays and
had to punt the ball back to
Minnesota, which began on
Chicago's 46.

Calvin and Hobbes
IL GOWDY AND AMY
NE: CONGRATULATIONS
~R STUDENT GOVERNCHAIR APPOINTMENTS.
R ASA SISTERS ARE SO
OF YOU!!!
~------9/13
LSAT EXAM , TUESDAY,
. 14, 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
line for applications: 4:30
Monday (9/13). Pre-law box,
. Call for info, 581-6846,
• 581-5675, 581-6220.
:-__ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13
21st B-Day Schuneman!
' sis loves ya! P.S. You're a
it!
l!:-=-::-:-=,..,.,-~=--"--9/13
GRATULATIONS TANIA
ER ON GETTING LAVATO MATI ROBERTS OF
PPA ALPHA. YOUR BIG
ESYA!
_ _ _ _ __ 9/13
tulations Matt Roberts of
PA ALPHA for lavaliering
Reber of DELTA ZETA.
forget your dive gear
ay. Sincerely,, You Pike

To all Alpha Sigma Alpha
Homecoming co-chairs: keep up
the good work. Your sisters know
you are going to do great!!!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13
Phi Beta Chi NATIONAL SOCIAL
sorority is rushing NOW! for info,
call Amy at 581-3745.

DAD, W"M 'S \"f
L\Kt 8£l"G A.
Gl<!)'tl"·UP?

more emotional if we'd won."
With Smith still holding
out, the Cowboys were the
givers as they fell to Buffalo
13-10 in a rematch of the
Super Bowl.
"This one has special
meaning," said Buffalo coach
Marv Levy.
''They beat us in the Super
Bowl and did it with
turnovers. We scored all of
our points off turnovers. Our
defense was magnificent."
In other games: Denver
34, San Diego 17; the New
York Jets 24, Miami 14; the
Los Angeles Rams 27,
Pittsburgh O; Minnesota 10,
Chicago 7; Detroit 19, New
England 16 in overtime; New
Orleans 34, Atlanta 31 ;
Indianapolis 9, Cincinnati 6;
and the New York Giants 23,
TampaBay7.
At night, the Los Angeles
Raiders visited Seattle.

by Bill Watterson

~E.ll. ITS "or
'Tt>Cl Pl~t£Rt"\

... EXCEPT 'iOV'Rt M.ORE
f...TI(i..C.\.\£\) 1C> ~C\l~ TQ'('S.

F~ BEl~G

f>.. ~lO ...

-------~9/14

RUSH PHI BETA CHI! RUSH PHI
BETA CHI! RUSH PHI BETA CHI!
RUSH "BETA CHIS"!
- - - - ----'9/14
The Men of Pl KAPPA ALPHA
would like to thank all of the
women who attended our Pledge
Night Party. We are looking forward to a very social semester.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
KIM
KUNTZMAN :
Congratulations on getting preengaged to Ron Phares. Your
ASA sisters are so happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
Mock LSAT EXAM. TUESDAY
SEPT 14th, 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Deadline for applications, 4:30
Monday, Pre-law box, Coleman
204. For info call 581-6846, 5818060, 581-5675, or 581 -6220.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 9/13
RYAN ISREAL: Life at EIU just
isn't the same. Being a single
parent is not easy. Tell Hillary I
said Hello. Tara.
_ _ _ __ __ _9/13

W"A.T

f...

DA'<. I raL

l \KE t'·.JE. BEE~ R\lK
0'£R ~ A iAAI~.

The Daily Eastern News will run
ur "FoR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
an ttems or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
_ _ _ _Compositor,_ __
._ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ __

ALW(l..iS 'S/l,\fE.
"~PtR~ U~llL
~()\.) \(£1\\..L'{

MEEO IT.

Doonesbury

lLL SHORT SA VE LONG'

sa? '(OO S"QIJLD

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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+ From Page 12
St. Louis, Creighton, and conference rivals
Wisconsin-Green Bay and Illinois-Chicago.
Eastern whipped conference member Western
Illinois 20-30.
Nate Shaffer led the way for Eastern in the
8 000-meter race at Peoria's Detweiller Park,
piacing second in 25:12.8. Shaffer finished second to Drake's Wilson Koech, a native of
Kenya, who finished in 24:57.
Jeff Trask, an Eastern senior, finished 13th
overall and Steve Cunningham 19th. Brian
Allen, Dave Lewis, Rodger Ebert an~ Ryan
Meece rounded out the top seven m the
Panthers' first official competition of the season.
"It was a nice start," said head coach John
Mcinerney. "But we can run a lot better. Most
of our guys had solid races, but there is still a
lot of room for improvement."
Wisconsin-Milwaukee returns as the top

STOUFFERS

LEAN
CUISINE

7 .5 oz.-11.5 oz.

The Daily EW!itern News

team from last year's Mid-Continent championships after would-be defending champion
Cleveland State dropped its cross country program.
. .
Had Friday's meet been scored as an mVIt.e,
the Panthers would have placed second to
Milwaukee by four points, much better than
the 18-point margin separating the two at last
year's league meet where Eastern finished
third.
Mcinerney said before the race that he
wasn't so much concerned with how his t.eam
stacked up against the competition, but rather'
wanted to see how well the runners pack
together and kept in communication throughout the race.
"I can't say we ran great, but I was re
impressed with how our guys ran as a team;
Mcinerney said.
"That was the main thing I wanted to
this weekend. We still have a long way to
Our guys know they can do even better."

The Daily Eastern News
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Perez paces women runners Golfers get to see
tough competition
By RYAN GIUSTI
Sports editor

Eastern's women's cross
country team has already
compiled a 9-10-1 record and
the season isn't even a week
old.
That's because the Lady
Panthers opened the season
this weekend at the 21-team
Bradley Open in Peoria. The
eet was scored as a dual
meet against every other
team, and Eastern bested
nine of the teams while tying
with Olivet Nazarene .
"Overall I thought we cometed well," Eastern· coach
ohn Craft said. "But I did
aee some things we need to
improve on."
Eastern's top finisher for
e 5,000 meter (3.1 mile)
ce was junior Irma Perez.
e finished 36th overall
'th a time of 18:48. Craft
'd Perez's time was a per-

sonal best by almost a
minute.
"Irma did an excellent job,"
Craft said. "She's only been
practicing half the time
because of an injury."
Perez was followed by
senior Brooke Roberts who
finished 43rd overall in a
time of 18:55.
The next two Eastern finishers were both freshmen.
Carey Dunker finished 75th
in a time of 19:30 and Beth
Rudnicke was lOlst crossing
the line with a time of 19:59.
"I was really pleased with
our freshmen. The future
really looks bright for us,"
Craft said.
Junior Amy Bersig was the
fifth Eastern finisher, registering a time of 20:01, good
for 103rd place.
Craft said he was pleased
with the 1:13 separating the
top five Eastern finishers,
but said the team will be

• From Page 12

pressure opponents are putting on him.
believe Paul might be a little frustratthe coach said of the first-team all-connce selection in 1992. "He is being douand triple-teamed, and could be a little
'dated with their aggressiveness."
for scoring, sophomore midfielder Steve
Dyke put Eastern on the board first
h a goal midway through the opening
twas about a 40-yard bomb, as it caught
top of the net," Mosnia said. "The goalie

working on decreasing that
time. The top five finishers
comprise a team's score and
the closer the team can run
together, usually the higher
the team places.
Other finishers for Eastern
were sophomore Shelly
Baron, sister of former men's
cross country standout Eric
Baron, running the course in
20:17, and Julie Perkins with
a time 20:52.
Some of the teams in the
competition were MidContinent Conference opponents Western Illinois, Illinois-Chicago, WisconsinMilwaukee and WisconsinGreen Bay. Other teams competing were Bradley, DePaul,
Drake, Illinois, Southern
Illinois-Carbondale, Northern Iowa and St. Louis.
Eastern will next be in
action on Saturday at the
Midwest Open in Kenosha,
Wis.

(Todd Bailey) didn't have a shot, because he
was wandering to the other side."
The lone USI score came from the foot of
Ryan Smith, who tied the contest with 16
minutes remaining.
With the first of three straight road contests under their belt, the Panthers look to
keep the success story going.
Eastern will play Sangamon State
Saturday and SIU-Edwardsville Sunday,
both games part of the Governor's Cup in
Edwardsville.
The Panthers will embark on a three-game
homestand after they finish their road trip.

olleyball _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12
eren dished out 25
'sts while hitting .625,
junior Sherri Piwowk had nine kills and 14
issouri looked really
in the first two games
ay night (against NevReno)," said Ralston. "I
surprised in our match
use we're usually not a
good morning team.
started us off with a
le of aces and her servally got us going."
e Lady Panthers were
n defeated by Nevadao in the championship
' 15-11, 12-15, 6-15, 7Sadler led the way with
· s and 16 digs while hit.467, and Van Eekeren
35 assists. Despite the
, Ralston was pleased

. ,:::d

with her team's effort.
"Nevada-Reno definitely
had the best offense (at the
tournament)," said Ralston.
"They used a very effective
'swing offense' in which all
the hitters are in motion. The
first two games we played
really well, but we had a couple of breakdowns later on.
The last two games were disappointing, but it's good to
get the two wins."
Eastern is now off until
Thursday when it hosts Utah
at McAfee Gym. With the rig::orous schedule that the Lady
Panthers faced the first
week-and-a-half of the season, Ralston feels can finally
get some rest before beginning their conference schedule.
"It's nice that we're home
now," Ralston said. "It's good
that the kids have a little

U'S

THURSDAY

Nil 8
and
CeATBeY

· 75¢ Drafts

.
4°0 Vodka Lemonade
Pitchers

s3oo Cover

time to get back to classes,
get back in the routine. We're
looking forward to seven
practices before conference that's what we need so far."
The Lady Panthers now
have those seven practices,
the Utah game, and two offdays before travelling once
again, this time to Wright
State on Sept. 23 to open
their Mid-Continent schedule.
Ralston feels her squad is
close, but not quite ready for
conference just yet. .
"We need to get a few people more organized," said
Ralston. "We still need somebody to step up. Kaaryn
Sadler has played very well,
but Kim Traub is not nearly
at the spot that she was last
year - she needs to step it up
a notch. We still need a little
more consistency."

the

By CHRIS FRY
Staff writer

solid play from senior
Jamie Reid who led the
Panther squad with scores
The Eastern golf team of 78 and 77 for the tournatraveled to Jackson, Mo. to ment. Reid scored well J.n
compete in the two-day the first or second half of
Southeast Missouri Inter- the round, but couldn't put
collegiate Golf Tournament it together to keep up with
where it got to compete the leaders.
against teams it normally
"I was real happy with
wouldn't see.
the way Reid played and it's
"The nice thing about good to see his game comthis tournament was there ing around," Lueken said.
were a lot of schools with
Lueken added the
fine golf programs that we Panthers could have used
don't face at all, like the some better putting this
Ohio Valley Conference weekend as the problem
schools with Arkansas wasn't getting the ball to
State and some ' others," the green but getting it in
coach Paul Lueken said.
the hole.
Lueken
said
the
"I think the weakest part
Panthers played consistent- of our game was the
ly and overcame some fast putting, and that's because
greens to come away with, the greens we play and
scores of 320 on the first practice on are slower than
day and 327 on the second.
the greens we played this
Eastern saw some very weekend," Lueken said.

Footbal.&-1_ _ _ __
• From Page 11

''Those things happen from
time to time," Spoo said. "He
hasn't thrown seven interceptions in a year. We just have to
put this behind us and move
on and get ready for Navy."
Thorne was intercepted eight
times as a freshman and six
times each when he was a
sophomore and a junior.
Sophomore running back
Willie High, who rushed for
172 yards in the Panthers'
opening game victory over
Murray State, rushed for 73
yards on 13 earries, but fumbled the ball away twice.
"If our offense had played
equally as well as our defense
we could have been in the
ballgame," Spoo said.
McN eese's defense held
Eastern to 142 yards of net
offense.
The Panthers will try to
bounce back Saturday when
they travel to Annapolis, Md.,
for a game with Division I
Navy, which lost to Virginia
38-0 in its opener on Saturday.
Offensively, McNeese used
its rushing game to control
the ball and the clock.
Sophomore tailback Bryan
Foster rushed for 167 yards on
13 attempts. He scored on a
65-yard run on the Cowboys'
second play from scrimmage

and closed .out the scoring in
the fourth quarter with a 10yard run. Sophomore Henry
Fields · added 120 yards on 19
carries as McNeese pounded
out 328 yards on the ground.
The lone Panther score
came in the third quarter
when senior strong safety Eric
Dirks intercepted McNeese's
Kerry Joseph and returned it
66 yards for a touchdown.
Eastern's other big play on
defense came when Shavez
Hawkins returned a fumble
73 yards to the McNeese 17yard-line midway through the
third quarter.
A 15-yard unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty was tacked on
against the Panthers, which
forced them to start the drive
at the Cowboy 32 trailing 280. High then burst up the
middle, but McNeese linebacker Terry Irving forced the
ball away from him after a 25yard gain and the Cowboys
recovered.
"At that point we still had a
chance," said Spoo. "(The
High) fumble came at the end
of a long run which was disappointing. Just when we
thought we could put some
pressure on them and get
some momentum going our
way we gave it right back to
them."

JUNCTION

Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling,
6 billiard tables, video & pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the Junction
in the Union or call 581-3616.
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (.35).
LEAGUE TIMES •••
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m. .. ............................ Monday Night COED
6:30 p.m. & 9 p.m ................................Tuesday Night COED
4:30 p.m.............................................. Peterson Point (lndv.) Wed.*
7:00 p.m...............................................Wednesday Night Men

* ABC Sanctioned

Location ... North end of UNION STATION
Hours .. M-TH ............9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F .................... 10:00 a.m. -11 :30 p.m.
Sat. ................ 2:00p.m. -11:30 p.m.
Ql_,.umo""" Sun ............... .4:00 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

[f]lfflERSITY"°'

BOWLING
LANES

-

By DON O'BRIEN
Staff editor

Turnovers kill.
Eastern's football Panthers found
that out Saturday night against
McNeese State.
The Panthers turned the ball over
nine times, which led to 14 Cowboy
points as McNeese, which was ranked
No. 4 in Division I-AA, handed the·
Panthers a 49-7 loss. The loss snapped
a Panther three-game winning streak,
which dated back to last season, and
dropped Eastern to 1-1 on the year.
"Things that we knew we couldn't
have happen did happen and it turned
into a debacle," Eastern head coach
Bob Spoo said.
In all, it was a bad day for the
Panther offense. Senior quarterback
Jeff Thorne was intercepted seven
times and wound up completing 13 of
28 passes for 60 yards. Three of
Thorne's interceptions were tipped by
a McN eese defender and another
came at the end of the first half.
Members of the football team gather arowid assistant coach Tim Nolen as he displays a play to
recent practice. Eastern lost over the weekend to McNeese State, 49- 7.
• Continued on Page 11

Look here

rwi

Late goal Ufts soccer team Volleyball tea
to second consecutive win 2nd at Missou
Ken tu
Friday ·
15-7, 15..
Finally a little rest for the
12-15, 1
weary.
to lead
After playing their first
the tou
nine matches in a span of
ment. J
nine days and accumulating
Ka a r
a 1-5 record, the Lady
Sadler
Panthers' volleyball team
the way
traveled to Columbia for the Kaaryn Sadler the
Missouri Invitational where
Pa nth
they went 2-1, finishing in with 19 kills and 16
second place in the four-team . while senior Amy
tournament.
Eekeren picked up 27
"It was good to get two and 13 digs.
wins in this weekend," said
On Saturday, Eas
Lady Panther head coach' again gave a strong e
Betty Ralston. "It's great that sweeping Missouri on
we finished second and it's home floor in straight
nice that we're home for a 15-4, 15-11, 15-5.
while now."
Eastern defeated Eastern

By RANDY LISS

By BOB CRAMPTON
Staff writer

Staff writer

With time ticking away in
regulation, freshman forward
Brad McTighe gave Eastern's
soccer team a thrilling 2-1
triumph over host Southern
Indiana Friday afternoon.
McTighe, whose tie-breaking goal added to his teamhigh eight points, has been a
pleasant surprise for the
Panther club, according to
head coach Cizo Mosnia.
"(McTighe) has been playing very well," said Mosnia,
whose team improved to 2-1.
"I hope he .remains consistent, because we need another positive influence."
Eastern's ability to withstand USI's offensive attack,
which had tallied nine goals
in its first two games, was a
key factor for Eastern.
"We have been trying to
stay compact defensively,"
said Mosnia, whose team has
allowed just five scores in
three contests. "(USI's players) were fast, and we tried to
take their space away."
The Panthers did just that.
In addition to their effective
defensive pressure, Brian
Ritschel, Eastern's freshman
JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
goalkeeper, continued his
brilliant efforts in the net.
Ritschel, whose last outing · Freshman H enry Ospina heads the ball during practice.
was a 3-0 shutout victory The Panthers beat Southern Indiana 2-1 on Friday.
over Oral Roberts, drew
But one player who has yet Agyeman, who led last year's
praise from Mosnia.
to score this year is standout team with ~2 points, is hav"(Ritschel) is doing a fine forward Paul Agyeman.
ing a difficult time because of
job," Mosnia said of the
According
to
Mosnia,
• Continued on Page 11
California native.

Headstrong

By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

In just one race, Eastern's
men's cross country team
recorded its best dual meet
record in school history.
Normally, a meet such as
Friday's Bradley Open would
be scored as an invitational,
but Bradley traditionally
runs the competition as a
series of dual meets instead.
Under that format, Eastern finished 17-1 overall, losing only to Mid-Continent

Conference rival Wisco
Milwaukee. But last y
Mid-Con runner-up just
rowly outran the Pan
26-29, the difference of
one runner.
Eastern scored close
ries over Drake, 28-29
Indiana State, 27-29. Bu
Panthers pounded the
the field, scoring a r
nine perfect 15s ag
Evansville, Illinois-Chi
Olivet Nazarene, Wart
Bradley, Illinois Wesl
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